Further Readings on Sub-national PPPs

Full Description


- **PPIAF Supports the Belize Municipal Development Project and Revenue Enhancement Support Program**. This initiative has made significant contributions to the fiscal conditions of Belize’s municipalities, improving financial management capacity within towns and city councils, resulting in increases in revenue collection, operational surplus, and capital additions as well as decreases in deficits and overdrafts.

- **China: Municipality-Level Public–Private Partnership Operational Framework for Chongqing**. This framework includes guidance on how governments assess and prioritize potential PPP projects. Countries with successful PPP programs have developed mechanisms for assessing and prioritizing PPPs.

- **Partnerships for Better Municipal Management**. This volume represents the experiences of several Asian municipal leaders and representatives of development agencies in improving governance and delivery of municipal services, particularly through partnerships with the private sector and nongovernment organizations.

- **Municipal Solid Waste Treatment: Case Study of Public–Private Partnerships (PPPs) in Wenzhou**. This case study examines the role of public-private partnerships (PPP) in municipal solid waste treatment in Wenzhou, People's Republic of China (PRC).


- **Partnerships for Innovation in Access to Basic Services (Alianzas para la Innovación en Acceso a Servicios Básicos)** Innovation and Technology for Development Centre/Technical University of Madrid (itdUPM) and the Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) of the Inter-American Development Bank, July 2014.

- **Public Private Partnerships in Municipal Solid Waste Management - Potential and Strategies** by Ankit Kumar Chatri Arslan Aziz, Public Policy Team, Athena Infonomics with support from the British High Commission, through its Prosperity Fund, India Programme, May 2012.
• **Compendium on Public Private Partnerships in Urban Infrastructure – Case Studies**, Ernst and Young in collaboration with the Ministry of Urban Development of the Government of India and the Confederation of Indian Industry.

• **Toolkit for Pro-Poor Municipal PPPs**, United Nation Development Program (UNDP), available in English, French and Spanish.

• **A tale of ...cities**, PPPLRC Article by Jenny Chao and Victoria Rigby Delmon.

• **Three ways to partner with cities and municipalities to mobilize private capital for infrastructure: A look at Latin America**, PPPLRC Article by Sara Sigrist and Angela Maria Toro Botero.

• **Unlocking Land Values to Finance Urban Infrastructure: Land-Based Financing Options for Cities** by George E. Peterson, 2008.


• **Urban infrastructure finance from private operators**, What have we learned from recent experience?.

### Relevant Links

• [Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) of the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB)](MIF)

• [Sub-national Technical Assistance Program of PPIAF](Sub-national-TA)

• [Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA)](CDIA)

### See Also:

• [Climate-Smart PPPs](Climate-Smart-PPP)
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